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Abstract

Push Plate Force Test

Deployment Tests

Door Interference

Planetary Systems Corporation (PSC) developed the Canisterized Satellite Dispenser (CSD) to provide a more secure and
predictable deployment system for CubeSats of different sizes. The CSD is designed to provide predictable and consistent
payload deployment performance. Though the CSD has proven its safety and reliability, there is still not enough data required to predict accurately CSD linear and angular deployment rates. In the first phase of research, various computer
models were developed and tuned in order to compare their predictions with respect to experimental in-lab deployments, and to understand better the deployment dynamics and the variables that affect performance. The next phase of
research currently underway involves further investigation into the perturbations encountered during lab experiments,
execute further tuning of the computer model, as well as preparing to validate lab data with micro-gravity experiments
conducted at NASA Glenn Research Center's Zero-G Facility drop towers.

 Objective:
̶ Create a preliminary 6/12U push plate force profile,
̶ Verify constant force spring performance,
 Method: Using a spring push/pull gauge, guide rod, and a guiding channel bolted to the CSD, three static force readings
were gathered at 10 evenly spaced push plate depression depths.
 Spec (6U/12U): 15.6N – 46.7N1
 Results:
̶ Mean Force*: 19.661 N (1-σ standard deviation: 0.776 N)
̶ Data range considered normal per Shapiro-Wilks (S-W) method at 95% confidence (P-value less than 0.05)

 Objectives:
̶ Measure preliminary CSD linear deploy velocity via base plate w/ an accelerometer using a 12U CSD.
̶ Measure CSD linear & angular deploy rates via base plate w/ an inertial measurement unit (IMU) using a 6U CSD (to
emulate EM-1 configuration) and anodized chassis base plate (to meet PSC specs).
̶ Compare both with MATLAB model predictions
 Method (both run 6x):
̶ W/ accelerometer: manually deploy chassis base plate with 12U CSD. Extract time-scale data and integrate once for
velocity, and twice for displacement.
̶ W/ IMU: deploy anodized chassis base plate with 6U CSD and IMU instead.
 Results:
̶ 12U CSD w/ accelerometer: linear velocity & displacement consistent with initial PSC evaluations.
̶ Average linear acceleration: 13.39 m/s2 w/ 4.95 m/s2 std deviation (average linear force 7.90 N)
̶ Comparing integrated motion values w/ model predictions: Linear velocity RMS error: 0.29 m/s; linear displacement RMS error: 0.0096 m.

 From analyzing data from the deployment tests, it was shown that the door could interfere with payload ejection
 Objective: Physically confirm door interference/contact, characterize it, and find magnitude of impact
 Method: Use hi-speed camera (run at 10k fps) to ID interference. Measure door impulse via attached synchronized
accelerometers (run at 61.04μs sampling interval). (Test run 5x)
 Results:
̶ Door contacts plate multiple times
̶ Accelerometers picked up impulses, however camera sync was not successful —impossible to analyze effectively
̶ Characterized motion via camera data —characterized w/ MATLAB as decaying sinusoid

Motivation & Background
 PSC designed the CSD as an improved CubeSat deployer
̶ Used constant-force spring avoiding Hooke’s Law to ensure even deployment (unlike common coil springs)
̶ Clamping guide rails eliminate payload jostling
 μ-gravity tests via NASA’s C-9 “Vomit Comet” to determine deployment characteristics & performance1
 Unable to fully characterize linear/angular rates on C-9
̶ C-9 induced rotations on IMU sensors
̶ IMU saw large error in measurement bias drift
̶ Difficult to sync deployments w/ aircraft motion
 CSD has interest from high profile customers:
̶ 1st NASA Space Launch System (SLS) flight, Exploration Mission 1 (EM-1) has 13 CSDs
̶ AF Research Lab and AF Institute of Technology
̶ USN Space & Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR)

12U CSD w/ Static Force Test Rig
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 Objective: Characterize kinetic friction experienced by a payload from top & bottom of CSD guide rail.
 Methods (each done 3x with an anodized base plate):
̶ Suspended mass (eq. 8) - attach mass via pulley to base plate & gently nudge. Iterate until constant motion.
̶ Bottom rail μ readings weren’t normal per S-W, but values accepted due to values in thousandths.
̶ Top rail μ’s weren’t normal per S-W, results acceptable due to high concentration of repeated μ‘s;
̶ Incline method (eq. 7) - horizontal force applied by varying tilt angle & nudge payload. Iterate until constant motion.
̶ Bottom rail μ readings weren’t normal per S-W, but values accepted due to values in thousandths.
̶ Top rail reading distribution was normal per S-W test.
̶ Impulse-Deceleration (eq. 9) - apply impulse to base plate with accelerometer. Accelerometer measures deceleration.
̶
Both top/bottom tests were non-normal, and had did not work for heavier payload configurations
 Analyzing data as a whole w/ S-W, only top rail distribution was normal. Bottom rail accepted since values in thousandths.

MATLAB Model

Objectives

Integrated Accelerometer Data:
Velocity (Top), Displacement (Bottom)

Lab-based bench top experiments* were conducted in order to:
 Provide a more complete characterization of the CSD’s deployment dynamics
 Use the characterization to create & tune an analytical model to predict CSD linear & angular motion during deployment
̶

PSC Deployment Data1

6U CSD w/ IMU and anodized base plate: Initial tests yielded large deviation. Inconsistent performance due to possible interference by door.
̶ Average linear acceleration: 9.15 m/s2 w/ 20.85 m/s2 std deviation (average linear force 6.37 N)
̶ Comparing integrated motion values w/ model predictions: Linear velocity RMS error: 0.48 m/s; linear displacement RMS error: 0.0428 m.

*Other options were considered (redo C-9 tests, or μ-gravity drop towers), but due to time and funding constraints, lab tests were selected

Experiments included:
 Push plate force readings
 CSD ejection velocity tests
 Friction experiments
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PSC Depiction of the CSD Deploying a CubeSat2
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 Door oscillation experiments
 Tip-off moments induced by push plate

Equations of Motion

 CubeSat angular motion characterized by equations 1-3. Angular motion for this code described by state vector of
quaternions and orientation angles.
 Payload linear motion characterized by equations 15-16.
 Measured force from deployment test is applied through entire 0.34m length of CSD rail. Tipoff moment is applied at
0.32m, which was also determined during deployment test.
 The code allows the user to determine:
̶ Whether a base plate, 6U, or a 12U CubeSat is being deployed
̶ Payload moments of inertia: custom input or standard geometric-based values (i.e. MOI for a rectangular cube)
̶ Contact feet configuration (including tab only option)
̶ Whether simulation is in μ-gravity conditions or in gravity conditions
State vector
̶ Whether spacecraft attitude is displayed in quaternions, Euler Angles, or not at all
 The code outputs:
̶ Optional attitude information (in body frame, with respect to inertial frame)
̶ Linear displacement and velocity profile (in body frame)
̶ Angular rates (in body frame)
̶ Angular momentum (in body and inertial frames)
̶ Timing information (when moment is applied, release time,
CubeSat Simulation Orientation6

Push Plate Contact
 A CSD Payload must have 3+ push plate contact points surrounding its center of mass3
̶ If contact feet aren’t fully contacting the CSD push plate, a moment can be induced about the payload center of mass.
̶ AFIT modelling used 4 contact feet, as seen with Pumpkin’s SUPERNOVA CubeSat4
̶ NASA EM-1 payloads have been recommended to use a bottom tab bar instead of contact feet5

Pumpkin SUPERNOVA 6U CubeSat w/ Feet

4

Chassis w/ Normal Tabs

̶

6U Integrated IMU Data (w/ Door): Velocity (Left), Displacement (Right)
Test repeated without door engaged showed significant improvement.
̶ Comparing integrated motion values w/ model predictions: Linear velocity RMS error: 0.15 m/s; linear displacement RMS error: 0.014 m.
̶ Analyzing gyroscopic data showed when tip-off moment applied to payload occurs at 0.32 m of travel (within 0.34
m guiderail). Corresponds with cessation of acceleration and plateau of velocity.
Simulation Output
Payload: 12U, μ-gravity, Standard MOI,
Contacts: F1 @ 10%, F2 @ 0%, F3 @ 70%, F4 @ 20%

3-D Printed Chassis w/ Feet

 Objective: demonstrate induced moments via contact feet imbalance
 Method: Use of a 3-D printed chassis deployed upwards from a CSD (to isolate motion). Motion recording was accomplished via an attached IMU. 9 scenarios considered (done 5x each) (e.g. all 4 feet, 3 feet only, 2 feet, 1 foot, and tabs only)
 Results:
̶ Confirmed correlation between induced moments and contact feet variation
̶ All scenarios showed deviations from model predictions (up to 52 deg/s)...suspect deviations due to push plate flex
(seen in video tests), or gravitational torques acting upon the chassis.

Future Work
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 Repeat door interference test to successfully sync camera & accelerometer data. Be able to calculate impulse force.
̶ Both for 6U and 12U
 Finding these force values will allow to determine level of risk to payload caused by contact.
 Further tune MATLAB model:
̶ Include friction values, especially for gravity situations
̶ Include any impulse forces applied by door oscillations
̶ Improve contact feet tip-off moment algorithm
 Conduct deployment tests at NASA Glenn Research Center’s 2.2s μ-gravity drop towers
̶ Deploying in a lab environment w/ gravity makes accurate characterization VERY challenging
̶ Surface wear risks
̶ Induced gravitational moments
̶ Deployments require small payload masses
̶ IMU data implies payload (not door) oscillation during ejection is a result of gravity moments w/in guide rails
̶ Drop towers provide a cost-effective μ-gravity environment (~14K/week w/ ~10 opportunities a day7 vs ~400K/day w/ ~40 opportunities a day in the C-91)
̶ During experiment, CubeSat payload center of mass and push plate contact forces will be
adjusted to characterize how the payload geometry affects deployment. Data will be used
to adjust and further tune the model beyond what can be done in a lab environment, espeNASA GRC Drop8
cially since the CSD is designed to operate in μ-gravity
Tower Rendition
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